New Memorial Building to Be Completed in August

Added Facilities Greatly Needed for Anticipated Record Enrollment

Bryant students have been watching, with interest, the progress of the construction of the new building on Charles Field Street between Eldridge and Harriet Halls. Announcement has been made by the College Administration that the structure will be open to the Business Administration students soon after August 1. There are to be four classrooms with an overall capacity of two hundred students. In addition there will be a center hallway with a lavatory on each side.

The architect has been Mr. Oliver O. Gauvin and the Westcott Construction Company was awarded the contract for erection. The building is constructed entirely of cinder-block, brick, and steel, having all modern, portable furniture and fluorescent lighting. The latest type heating equipment will be put in the basement to allow more space for classrooms.

With an anticipated enrollment of from fourteen to fifteen hundred students this September, the opening of this new building will be welcome news to all.

Another new feature to be made available to all students will be an athletic field and two shuffle boards on the entrance walk in front of the building. Bryant College is making great strides toward building up the facilities available to their students and we are looking forward to the grand opening in August.

Stowell Honors Brunonians

A closed dance, sponsored by residents of the Stowell House was held Friday, May 17. Invitations were extended only to Brown University students.

ATTENTION, CAR OWNERS!

Were you one of those disturbed persons who received a parking ticket on your automobile? If so, you will be particularly interested in this article.

The problem was brought before the Student Council and that body appointed a committee to investigate the situation and report in two weeks.

The committee first asked themselves the question, "Why can you park on the East Side at 10:00 and not at 8:00 a.m.?" The answer was readily offered by the Medical Association. That group had protested to the City Council that the doctors maintaining offices and residences on the East Side couldn't park adjacent to the property at 8 o'clock because of the other vehicles.

A petition was taken up on the campus. Mr. E. Gardner advised the committee to present the list to the Veterans Administration. The various Veterans Organizations throughout the state protested to the Bureau of Police and Fire, along with Bryant College and Brown University, who are also having the same difficulties.

A meeting was arranged between Mr. Mancini, Traffic Engineer, the Medical Association, and Bryant College. At this conference a proposal was submitted by the educational institutions that they be permitted to park automobiles adjacent to their property.

The traffic ordinance has taken this plan into consideration and after a survey has been made they will make their decision. It is felt, at this time, that a favorable solution will be offered.

If the proposed plan is approved, parking will be permitted on one side of Charles Field Street, between Hope and Brook, Hope Street between Young, Orchard Avenue and Benevolent, Young Orchard Avenue between Hope and Cook, and Benevolent adjacent to the Auditorium and Cafeteria.

Bus Accident Delays Bobby Byrne

Students Dance 'Til Sunrise

The May 6 copy of DOWNBEAT magazine contains pictures and a news item which is of interest to all those who plan to attend the Greek Letter Formal to be held at the Biltmore Hotel on June 14. The article is released from Athens, Ohio.

Ohio University engaged Bobby Byrne and his orchestra for its annual Junior Prom. A bus accident delayed the band's arrival until 1:30 a.m. Unwielded, the huge crowd of dancers waited until the band's arrival after which they danced until sunrise.

Pretty Jeanne Berkley, Bobby Byrne's feminine vocalist, offered many sweet renditions of the songs you like to hear. Jeanne will accompany the Byrne orchestra at the Biltmore on June 14, for your listening and dancing pleasure.

PROFESSOR CANNON TO SPEAK

At the assembly on June 14, Professor Cannon, Professor of the History of Art at the Rhode Island School of Design, will give a lecture entitled, "How to Appreciate Art."

Professor Cannon has been instructing students in architecture, painting, sculpturing and minor arts at Rhode Island School of Design for the past 13 years. Previous to this time he was located with the Tennessee Valley Authority in Washington, D.C.

He was awarded a Bachelor of Arts degree by Antioch College in Yellow Springs, Ohio, where he later became a member of the faculty. He secured his Master's Degree from Columbia University in New York City.

While at Antioch, Professor Cannon won two scholarships, a Carnegie to Harvard and a scholarship to Sorbonne University in Paris.
**WHAT IS BRYANT DOING?**

Four hundred thousand students in desperate need of life's necessities: food, shelter, clothing, and medical care, are the potential human subjects of the American endeavors of World Student Relief, according to the careful estimate of Robert B. Tillman, Canadian President of the WSR in Geneva.

The minimum needs of these 400,000 students in this one year of starvation and disease are put at $2,000,000, of which it was expected that $600,000 would come from American students and professors. On March 31, however, only $191,702.43 had come in from colleges and universities in the United States at the present time.

After World War I, some 75,000 students in distress in the limited areas of devastation in Central Europe were helped from 1920-24. Again students from five continents made large contributions to this worthy cause. What is Bryant doing?

**DEAN'S LIST**

The following students were announced to have made the Dean's List as they are marked with a "K" on the KEY.

**Business Administration**

Aronson, Gladys

K Atkin, Elaine

Babcock, Alice

Barlow, George

Battista, Clayton

Battle, Thomas

Bliswurm, Caroline

Bouley, Thomas

Bourne, Marilyn

Bradley, Robert

Brook, John

K Brancale, Albert

Burns, Raymond

Carey, James

Cavanaugh, Lawrence

Carnell, Joseph

K Clegg, Edmund

K Cleveland, Arnold

Colby, Vincent

Corona, Gilbert

Courney, Edmund

Covelli, James

K Damon, Joseph

Dostoglous, Steven

K Duhaine, Alfred

Fishburn, Samson

Free, Bernard

Gibbons, Walter

Gibson, William

Gialedi, Louis

Goeller, John

Golesus, Nicholas

Greene, Fred

K Gustafson, Herbert

Hirt, Beatrice

Holt, Kenneth

Hovhagen, Robert

K Houser, Catherine

James, Stanley

Jenest, John

Johnson, Fred

Keebler, Conrad

LaFiax, Frank

LaFerriere, Henry

Lauroun, Dorloes

K LeBlanc, Robert

Levay, Lorraine

LePage, Louis

Lightman, Frank

Lyon, Walter

Manoogian, Manoog

Marchesi, Joseph

Martin, Shirley

McNulty, Gerard

Meunier, Ernest

Minnick, Samuel

Molloy, William

Morse, Allison

Moynihan, James

K Murphy, James

Paine, Virginia

K Paris, Roland

Porter, Robert

Proctor, Wilford

Rando, Thomas

Rick, Robert

K Rando, Thomas

Roiff, Herbert

Rossomano, Fred

Rothwell, Locelle

Rothwell, Joe

Salomon, Mitchell

Spence, Thomas

Spencer, Howard

Sweeney, John

Teper, Peter

Thompson, Allen

Toliver, Frank

Todd, Joan

Tudino, Celia

Walsh, Walter

K Whelan, Edward

Williams, Harry

Wolf, Frederick

Workman, Gordon

Worth, Joseph

Yello, Arthur

Executive Secretarial I

Ruth Armstrong

Raymond Bodd

Mary Cogswell

Delcolette Dickey

K Grace, Elizabeth

K Eleanor Jankura

K Beverly Moore

Nia Leon

Mary Pabott

Mary Vales

Executive Secretarial II

Beverly Bluedorn

Sidney Cohen

Marie DeVaqueille

Lorraine John

Secretarial I

K Victoria Bedrossian

K Jeanette Belanger

K Barbara Snow

Jeanette Stawary

K Mildred Valenta

Virginia Woodruff

K Gloria Mocarsky

Bernice Connell

Secretary II

Irene Graham

Helen Pannone

Shirley Snider

Walter Tanner

Commercial Teacher Training

K Blanche Arzowy

Alma V. Ganci

Jeanette Cote

Dorothy Hill

Esther McIntyre

K Mary Monti

Barbara Niemiec

Barbara Smiley

Helen Flynn

K Evelyn Cochrane

Barbara Nacarisse

In dedication to those who are not now on the Dean's list...

A TRY;

When life seems hard and all up hill

and others pass you by

and you don't have just the will

To buckle down and try.

Your friends will come, and then they'll pass

And you'll have to sigh

You'll never get ahead, always

If you don't get up and try

You'll mow your field of hay

Just as others look your way.

'Twill wave right there from day to day

Until you give a try.

You'll never do a thing until

They're in your shoes or you try

Good things don't come without the will

And the guts of a —— good try.

M. W. G.

**DEFINITION**

**WOMAN, n.** An animal usually living in the vicinity of Man, and having rudimentary rudiments of domesticity. It is credited by many of the elder zoologists with a certain amount of delict acquired in a former state of seclusion, but naturalists of the post-sansannahapath period, having no knowledge of exclusion, deny the virtue and declare that such a creature's dawn beheld, it roareth now, and may be found the most widely distributed of all beasts of prey, infesting all habitable parts of the globe, from Greenland's snowy mountains to India's interior strangs.

The popular name (wolf-man) is incorrect, for the creature is of the cat family. The wolf-man is lithe and graceful in its movements, especially the American variety (Felis pugnana), is omnivorous and be taught not to talk.—Alfred Bierce (1842-1914).
Merry-go-rounding is quite a pastime, isn’t it, Miss Graham? Charley, one of members of Bryant’s new Temple Club, is well known to the campus body.

CHOPS

After a while he discovered the reason for his unsuccessful search—Harriet has no gas. Never daunted, the girls invited him back into the kitchen where a good neighbor policy got them into the water. After twelve weeks of continuous bachelor’s life, Jimmy Moynihan rides again.

Heading Beta Sigma Chi’s activity list for the month of May was the annual Ritual held at the Roman Gardens. Plans for the affair were formulated by committee men Russell Bouquet, Martin Brucker, Wallace Johnson, Joseph Sorbo, John Sullivan, and Eugene Stiever. A Master of ceremonies, C. J. Wiegus, introduced the following speakers: George Miller, John Glaze, Russell Bouquet, Edward Andrews and Mike Dwyer. The following new brothers were formally admitted into the fraternity: John Colwell, Fred Wolfert, George Barlow, John Seddon, Joseph Worth, Raymond Caron, Russell Gordon, Rudy Primeau, Pete Panagakos, Anthony Mallozzi, Al Acker, John Quinn, Andrew Parisi, and Leonard Dylong.

The members of Beta are looking forward to Sigma Lambda Theta’s semi-formal to be held June 8th at Cook Street. Tau Epsilon Tau Epsilon has five out of the five pre-season games it has played in softball. Several of the fraternity’s new members have greatly added to the team’s strength and we are looking forward to more victories. Jimmy Moynihan, Ed Hanna, Frank Addario, Joe Riella, Phil Thompson, Louis Jackson, Joe Silvis, Jim O’Brien, Myles Booth, Ernie Ross, and ‘Nick’ Pin tavalli are the members of the team. ‘Nick’ Pin tavalli has shown himself to be a very capable and energetic trainer by getting the fellows into shape for their coming encounters.

At the last meeting, plans were made to hold a “stag” party sometime in the near future. At this time, we will be able to get better acquainted with the new members who have been taken into the fraternity.

Beta Sigma Gamma A few weeks ago the GAMMA S sponsored a social for their recently reorganized brother frat, Sigma Lambda Pi. It was a candle light affair held in Gardner Hall and Mr. Hayes attended as advisor. The refreshments, that looked so delectable and were consumed so rapidly, were arranged by Etta Haberman, Barb Burkat, and Elaine Shapiro. The girls were eagerly looking forward to a return engagement on June 7th.

On May 26th a Hot Dog roast was held at Lincoln Woods. The final plans and the important task of getting the dogs were taken care of by the Archway’s staff. Compliments of BROWN BEAR SHOP Fountain—Good Food Low Prices Thayer & Benedicten St. The little place with big food treats Compliments of CARROLLS GRILL 251 BROOK STREET Just around the corner. The little place with big food treats STEAKS - CHOPS - DELICIOUS ROAST

Dinner Specials from 50c up Operated by Vets LUNCH 11 TO 2:30 DINNER 5 TO 7:30 Tel. | MA 9384 Bryant College
SMILE AWHILE

"Please, sir," wailed the little boy in the department store, "have you seen a lady without a little boy who looks like me?"

Famous Sayings:
The Judge: "Fine."
The Telephone Girl: "I've got your number!"
Sausage Maker: "Doggone."
Murderer: "Well, I'll be hanged."
Hamburger: "A steak that didn't pass its physical."

A schoolboy wrote on an exam: "Legs is wet, if you ain't got two pretty good ones you'll never get to first base, and neither will your sister." Please note, Mr. Handy—

A man rushed into a saloon in Texas and shouted "Fire." Everybody did.

A preacher last week was heard to thank the congregation for the gift of brandied peas, especially for the spirit in which they were given.

Two drunks were admiring a flashlight and one of them kept snapping it on and off. Finally he aimed it at the other drunk, threw a long beam of light upwards, and said challengingly to the other drunk, "Hey, Bill, bet you can't climb that beam." The other shook his head cunningly and said, "No you don't, I know what you're trying to do to me. Just when I get to the top you'll turn it out."

No Taxes
No taxes, no quizes
No worries no more,
Just stands there all bones,
No problems at all,
So what in the world
Is a din-o-so-saur at?

To Mr. Handy
One day we laying on the green
A little book I seen.
An English grammar was the edition
So I left it lay in the same position.

"Prisoner of Love"—Olga Shemet
"Say It With Music!"—Study period
"I'll See You in My Dreams"—
Ann Turner
"Sunrise Serenade"—Saturday Morning

"Promises"—Marge Vaughn
"Boogie Woogie"—Frank Murcet
"Night and Day"—Homework
"Sentimental Journey"—
Bob Dutton

The Bachelor is a cagy guy,
And has a lot of fun.
He sizes all the cuties up,
And never Mrs. one.

Women's faults are many:
Men have only two.
Everything they say
And everything they do.

AROUND THE CAMPUS

(Continued from page 3)

Care of by Joy Grabfelder, Corrine Loeb, and Roslyn Ingber.

Sigma Iota Chi

The "Spring Fever Festival" proved to be a delightful affair under the leadership of Claire Messenger. Tommy Masso rendered the music while couples danced by the May Pole and Wishing Well.

The highlight of the evening was the election of a May Queen by Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Mercer, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hay, Miss Clara Blaney, and Miss E. Buccolo. Dorothy Otter, Vice-President of Sigma Iota Chi was crowned by our president.

Much enthusiasm has been shown by the girls as the first annual convention to be held by Sigma Iota Chi approaches. It will be located in St. Louis, Missouri.

During a recent election the following were chosen to fill offices for next year: President, Claire Messenger; Vice-President, Vicky Healy; Treasurer, Mary Tirocchi; Secretary, Gloria DeAmics.

Mrs. Robert Clifford, Grand Secretary of Sigma Iota Chi and a member of Alpha Beta Theta in Providence, gave a very interesting talk about the sorority at our last meeting. She extended to us an invitation from her chapter to go to a hot dog roast held on May 22 at Slater Park.

Sigma Lambda Theta

Our eleven new pledgees were officially taken into the brood, on Sunday afternoon, May 26, at a tea in Eldridge Hall. Mrs. Clifford, President, was in charge, assisted by Rose Marie Budka, Eleanor Johnson, Faylila McQuade, Joyce Finney, Jan Stuarcy, and Virginia Woodruff.

Plans for Sigma's semi-formal dance for members and alumnus, to be held on June 8, have been announced. Al Williams and his Orchestra will give with the music.

Our brother frat, Beta Sigma Chi, has procured the services of several of its sisters to aid in cheering the Beta baseball "nine" on to many victories.

Beta Iota Beta

On the evening of April 25, the Beta Iota Beta Fraternity held its annual candidate's dinner at the Bettermore Hotel. A well planned program was arranged by the executive committee. Twenty new pledgees were granted the pledge of Beta's Order.

Master of Ceremonies, Herbert P. Page, president, delivered the welcoming address on behalf of all the brothers of the Beta Iota Beta Fraternity. The Fraternity oath was administered by brother Michael F. Bucci. Included in the group that attended were alumnus, Jack Levy and George Kane.

The Fraternity was doubly honored by having their advisors Dean Hays, Professor Handy, and Professor Crickshank present at the inauguration of new members. Professor Handy, and Professor Crickshank gave talks on the value of friendship and the advantages of being part of a group that could stimulate a more collegiate spirit. Dean Hays, in his talk "Success," outlined the advantages and value of a well-planned schedule for one's goal.

See You at the
GREEK LETTER DANCE
JUNE 14 Biltmore Hotel
The Archway Staff

PAGE POTTER, Inc.
Has combined the Arcade Flower Shop with the Shop at the corner of Thayer and Benevolent Streets.
We will be pleased to serve you on all occasions.
THANK YOU.

PHONES: PL 6633-6634
DE 9206-9207

For
SPORT SHIRTS
and
Girl's Anklets
go to
MACKS INC.
Thayer Street
Providence

Compliments of
Mr. & Mrs.
Stanley Mason

Compliments of
Bryant Cafeteria
Where good food is always served

Compliments of
BROOK STREET TAILOR
DRY CLEANING
and PRESSING
249 Brook St., Providence, R. I.

Compliments of
ATLAS SPORT CLUB
RAY RUSSO

Brook Street
Garage

Lubrication, Gasoline,
and Washing
TEL. GA 9883

STUDENT'S GRIEVE

STORAGE